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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY71

The Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM) is charged with the regulatory responsibility72
of ensuring that the use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals does not result73
in adverse health consequences to humans.  The selection of antimicrobial resistant74
bacterial populations is a consequence of exposure to antimicrobial agents and can occur75
from human, animal, and agricultural uses.  Food animals are administered antimicrobial76
drugs for therapeutic, preventive, and production purposes.  The use of antimicrobial77
drugs in food-producing animals is necessary to maintain their health and welfare.78
However, food-producing animals can become reservoirs of bacteria capable of being79
transferred in or on food.  Food carrying resistant bacterial pathogens can cause illness in80
people consuming the food or contribute to the human reservoir of resistant bacteria.  The81
use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals may cause bacterial pathogens to82
become resistant to drugs that may also be used to treat human illness, potentially making83
human illness more difficult to treat.84

CVM recognizes that minimizing the emergence of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria in85
animals and their subsequent spread to humans through the food supply is a complex86
problem requiring a coordinated multifaceted approach.  Accordingly, CVM has87
expended considerable effort to identify and support those programs and activities that88
will reduce the risk to the public.  Where mitigation strategies were identified that lie89
outside the regulatory authority of CVM, support has been enlisted from other Federal90
agencies, international agencies dedicated to public and animal health, and stakeholder91
organizations.  CVM believes that, taken together, these steps will have a substantial92
impact in controlling the emergence and spread of resistant bacteria from animals to93
humans through the food supply.94

Despite these preemptive measures, there may occur situations in which the approved use95
of an antimicrobial drug in animals gives rise to resistant bacteria that in turn pose a risk to96
human health.  In these situations, and as an added measure of human health protection,97
CVM is considering the establishment of regulatory thresholds intended to arrest the98
further emergence of resistant foodborne pathogens.  As required by the Federal Food,99
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA), CVM has applied the reasonable certainty of no harm100
standard to human safety considerations associated with the use of antimicrobial drugs in101
food-producing animals.  CVM believes that implementation of an approach as outlined in102
this paper could be consistent with this standard, but is exploring the impact of the103
approach under the current standard, whether modifications to the approach or an104
alternative approach could also meet the standard, or whether legislative change to the105
standard should be considered.106

This discussion document describes a possible approach to the establishment and use of107
thresholds.  The approach describes two types of thresholds, a human health threshold108
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and a resistance threshold.  The human health threshold is the unacceptable prevalence of109
infections in humans that are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are110
associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is111
attributable to the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Based on the current safety112
standard, the "unacceptable prevalence" is considered that level at which there is no113
longer reasonable certainty that there is no harm to human health.  The human health114
thresholds discussed in this document focus on enteric or systemic illness in humans.115
The resistance threshold is the maximum allowable prevalence of resistant bacteria116
isolated from animal-derived food, that is, the level of such resistant bacteria at which117
there would still be reasonable certainty that the human health threshold would not be118
crossed.  The resistance threshold is derived through an epidemiology-based model that119
relates the prevalence of resistant bacteria in food to an impact on either enteric illness120
(EI) or systemic illness (SI) in humans.  The scope and complexity of the implementation121
and use of thresholds is described with the intent to stimulate constructive discussion.122

If this threshold approach is implemented, when post-approval surveillance indicates that123
bacterial susceptibility to specific antimicrobial drugs is decreasing, the prevalence of124
resistant bacteria is increasing, or that the prevalence of resistant bacteria has exceeded125
the resistance threshold level, a range of actions may be taken.  For example, if changes126
are observed, but the resistance threshold has not been reached, voluntary mitigation127
strategies by groups such as the pharmaceutical industry, food animal production groups,128
and the veterinary community (e.g., education, labeling changes, use restrictions, etc.)129
may be implemented to curtail further loss of susceptibility.  However, if surveillance130
data indicate that the resistance threshold has been exceeded, CVM would initiate131
procedures to withdraw from the label any animal species that has reached or exceeded132
its threshold.133
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Introduction134

The Center for Veterinary Medicine (CVM) is charged with the regulatory responsibility135
of ensuring that the use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals does not result136
in adverse health consequences to humans.  Food animals are administered antimicrobial137
drugs for therapeutic, preventive, and production purposes.  CVM recognizes that the use138
of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals is important in helping to promote139
animal health, welfare, and productivity.  However, food-producing animals can serve as140
reservoirs of pathogenic bacteria that may be transferred to humans by consumption of141
contaminated food products.  With the use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing142
animals, these bacterial pathogens may become resistant to drugs that may also be used to143
treat human illness, potentially making human illnesses more difficult to treat.  In144
addition, bacteria pathogenic to humans can acquire resistance traits from non-pathogenic145
bacteria originating in food animals by mechanisms that allow the exchange of their146
genetic material in the human gastrointestinal tract.147

Antimicrobial resistance is a complex human health issue with multiple contributing148
factors.  The selection of antimicrobial resistant bacterial populations is a consequence of149
exposure to antimicrobial drugs and can occur from human, animal, and agricultural uses.150
Recently implemented food safety monitoring programs are still developing in response to151
the evolving needs of agencies such as the FDA.  As a consequence, the human health152
impact due to the use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals can be difficult to153
assess.  It requires the ability to attribute human health impacts (in whole or in part) to the154
domestic (i.e., U.S.) use of antimicrobial drugs in animals.  This association is155
complicated by other sources of resistance, including the use of the same or similar156
antimicrobial drugs in human medicine, people contracting resistant bacterial infections157
while traveling outside of the United States, illness in people consuming imported foods158
or foods from imported animals, and epidemics of multi-drug resistant pathogens.159
Antimicrobial drug resistance has been linked to resistance against other antimicrobial160
drug classes, disinfectants, and other compounds such as heavy metals.  The use of161
unrelated drugs can result in the co-selection of multiple drug resistance.  Additionally,162
cross-drug resistance occurs from the use of a particular antimicrobial drug when the163
mechanism of resistance affects more than one class of antimicrobial drug.164

CVM recognizes that minimizing the emergence of antimicrobial-resistant bacteria in165
animals and their subsequent spread to humans through the food supply is a complex166
problem requiring a coordinated multifaceted approach.  Accordingly, CVM has expended167
considerable effort to identify and support those programs and activities that will reduce168
the risk to the public.  Where mitigation strategies were identified that lie outside the169
regulatory authority of CVM, additional support has been enlisted from other Federal170
agencies, international agencies dedicated to public and animal health, and stakeholder171
organizations.  The CVM strategy for addressing antimicrobial resistance is one172
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component of more broad reaching strategies being developed at the Agency level by the173
Food and Drug Administration and at the interagency level in the form of the Public174
Health Action Plan to Combat Antimicrobial Resistance.1  Copies of this plan are175
available at http://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/actionplan/.176

It is important to understand the legal framework within which CVM must operate.  For a177
new animal drug to be approved for use in food animals, the sponsor must demonstrate to178
CVM that there is reasonable certainty that no harm to human health will result from the179
proposed use of the drug.  Therefore, since the standard to be met is reasonable certainty180
rather than absolute certainty, the sponsor does not have to demonstrate zero risk.  CVM181
believes that the presence of antimicrobial resistant human pathogens in or on animal-182
derived food as a consequence of antimicrobial drug use in animals is a safety concern that183
is subject to the reasonable certainty of no harm standard.184

This discussion document does not attempt to define the minimum criteria for what would185
constitute “harm”.  However, as described in this document, the relevant human health186
concern is considered to be an unacceptable increase in the prevalence of human187
infections that are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern and that are caused by188
bacteria resistant to that drug due to the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Based on189
the current safety standard, an "unacceptable increase" is considered that level at which190
there is no longer reasonable certainty that there is no harm to human health.191

CVM recognizes that meeting this standard is difficult, and may have significant impact on192
the availability of drugs to treat animal illness.  CVM wishes to foster debate on the best193
policies and science to meet the reasonable certainty of no harm standard, as well as on the194
implications to animal health of meeting the statutorily-required standard.  CVM195
recognizes that there are times in which the allowed use of an approved antimicrobial drug196
leads to the development of resistance in pathogens in food from animals treated with the197
drug.  In those circumstances, the agency needs a way by which it and the sponsor know198
when a level of resistance has been reached that violates the standard of reasonable199
certainty of no harm, that is, when the use of the animal drug is no longer shown to be safe.200
That is the goal of the approach for establishing thresholds described in this document.201

The CVM strategy that includes a number of contributing components, described in brief202
below, is a regulatory approach that CVM believes is protective of the human health.  The203
threshold concept provides an added measure of human health protection by establishing a204
clearly defined point at which CVM would initiate procedures for withdrawing the205
approval of a particular antimicrobial drug use in animals.  This action would be triggered206
in the event that the approved use of the drug in animals is found to give rise to resistant207
bacteria that in turn present an unacceptable risk to human health.  As noted above, CVM is208
required by the FFDCA to apply the reasonable certainty of no harm standard to human209
safety considerations associated with the use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing210
animals.  CVM believes that implementation of an approach as outlined in this paper could211
be consistent with this standard, but is exploring the impact of the approach under the212
current standard, whether modifications to the approach or an alternative approach could213

http://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/actionplan/
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also meet the standard, or whether legislative change to the standard should be considered.214
The threshold concept is but one component of a multifaceted approach for assuring that215
the use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals is safe with regard to human216
health.  The various components of this multifaceted strategy are briefly described below.217

National Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring System (NARMS)218

CVM believes that the safety assessment of antimicrobial drugs must include monitoring219
for the development of resistance.  Monitoring is done through the National Antimicrobial220
Resistance Monitoring System (NARMS).221

NARMS was initiated in l996 as a collaboration between the FDA, the Centers for Disease222
Control, National Center for Infectious Diseases (CDC), the United States Department of223
Agriculture Agricultural Research Service, and Food Safety and Inspection Service.224
NARMS monitors development of antimicrobial resistance of zoonotic enteric pathogens225
from human and animal clinical specimens, from healthy farm animals, and from carcasses226
of food-producing animals at slaughter.2  NARMS current partners include 17 state and227
local public health laboratories and 8 veterinary sentinel sites.  Its purpose is to228
prospectively monitor the antimicrobial resistance of human, animal, and animal product229
isolates of selected enteric bacteria.230

Concerns associated with the approval of antibiotics important to human medical therapy231
for use in food animals was the driving force for the development of NARMS.  Prior to232
NARMS there was no antibiotic resistance surveillance system that was national in scope,233
continuous, and that monitored within the same system resistance development among234
isolates from both humans in the community setting and from animals.235

The goals of NARMS are to provide descriptive data on the extent and temporal trends of236
antimicrobial susceptibility in enteric organisms from the human and animal populations;237
provide timely information to veterinarians and physicians; prolong the life span of238
approved drugs by promoting the prudent use of antimicrobial agents; identify areas for239
more detailed investigation; and guide research on antimicrobial resistance.  The majority240
of the animal isolates are obtained from raw product collected from federally inspected241
slaughter and processing plants.  The human isolates are collected from state health242
department partners.  The seventeen NARMS sites (CA, CT, CO, FL, GA, KS, Los243
Angeles County, MA, MD, MN, NJ, New York City, NY, OR, TN, WA, and WV)244
represent 100 million people, or approximately one-third of the U.S. population.245

Since 1996, NARMS has conducted surveillance for antimicrobial resistance among246
isolates of non-typhoidal Salmonella and Escherichia coli O157:H7.  In 1997, surveillance247
was expanded to include human isolates of  Campylobacter.  Currently, NARMS248
surveillance also includes enterococci isolated from human stool samples and animal249
products,  Campylobacter isolated from animal products, as well as human isolates of250
Shigella and Salmonella Typhi.251
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Isolates are tested for susceptibility using minimum inhibitory concentrations, or MICs.252
Salmonella, Shigella and E. coli are tested with Sensititre (Trek Diagnostics, Westlake253
OH) a semi-automated system, for susceptibility to 17 antimicrobial agents.254
Campylobacter isolates are tested using the E-test system (AB Biodisk, Solna Sweden) for255
susceptibility to 8 antimicrobial agents.  Enterococci isolates are identified to species level256
and tested by Sensititre and microbroth dilution for susceptibility to 27 antimicrobial257
agents.  Results are entered into a SAS database for analysis.258

Since 1996, NARMS has provided data that have been used to initiate field investigations259
of outbreaks of illness marked by a pathogen which displayed an unusual antimicrobial260
resistance pattern, provided the data for a risk assessment of the human health impact of261
fluoroquinolone use in poultry, stimulated research in molecular characteristics of262
resistance emergence and transfer, improved our knowledge of risk factors associated with263
the development of an antimicrobial-resistant infection, and triggered broader research264
projects of prudent antimicrobial use in animals and the role of the environment in the265
emergence and spread of antimicrobial resistance.266

The NARMS program continues to expand by adding new test sites, bacterial pathogens and267
antimicrobial drugs for evaluation.  Plans are currently underway to include the resistance268
profiles of enteric pathogens isolated from a wide variety of retail foods.  This dynamic,269
national monitoring system will be an integral part of the threshold monitoring process.270

Pathogen Reduction Programs271

Recently implemented food safety programs such as USDA’s pathogen reduction program272
are critical contributors to CVM’s overall strategy for managing human health risks273
associated with resistant foodborne pathogens.  The USDA program that is based on the274
principles of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) appears to be having a275
positive effect on reducing the overall incidence of foodborne pathogens.  However,276
surveillance data indicate that pathogens continue to be present on animal-derived food277
products.3  CVM recognizes the importance of this program in that reducing the incidence278
of pathogens on food will reduce human exposure and, in turn, reduce the incidence of279
foodborne related human illness.  Any gains achieved in reducing the overall incidence of280
foodborne disease will serve to reduce the potential human health impact experienced as a281
consequence of foodborne disease that is associated with a resistant pathogen.  CVM also282
recognizes that the USDA pathogen reduction program is essential in that it serves as a283
critical source of isolates for the NARMS program.  This collaboration between agencies284
is critical to the success of the program.285

Framework Document286

CVM announced with the publication of Guidance for Industry #78, "Consideration of the287
Human Health Impact of the Microbial Effects of Antimicrobial New Animal Drugs288
Intended for Use in Food-Producing Animals", a regulatory change with regard to the289
safety evaluation of antimicrobial drugs.4  Although CVM had previously considered such290
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effects for certain uses of antimicrobial drugs, the guidance stated CVM’s intention to291
consider the potential human health impact of the microbial effects associated with all292
uses of all classes of antimicrobial new animal drugs intended for use in food-producing293
animals.  The microbial effects of concern include the impact of antimicrobial drug use in294
animals on the rate and extent of resistance emergence and on the quantity of bacteria in295
animals that are pathogenic to humans.296

Given that the regulatory approach then in use did not adequately address these concerns,297
CVM outlined in a 1998 discussion document titled, “Proposed Framework For298
Evaluating And Assuring The Human Safety Of The Microbial Effects Of Antimicrobial299
New Animal Drugs Intended For Use In Food-Producing Animals” (i.e., the Framework300
Document) several coordinated strategies to the management of risk associated with301
antimicrobial use in food-producing animals.5  The Framework Document discussed both302
pre-approval and post-approval approaches.  The strategies include:  1) revision of the pre-303
approval safety assessment for antimicrobial resistance for new animal drug applications304
to assess all uses for microbial safety; 2) categorization of antimicrobial drugs based upon305
the importance of the drug for human medicine; 3) post-approval monitoring for the306
development of antimicrobial drug resistance; 4) the collection of food animal drug use307
data; and 5) the establishment of regulatory thresholds.308

Drug categorization:  A key component of the Framework Document is the concept of309
categorizing antimicrobial drugs according to their importance for treating disease in310
humans.  The Framework Document discusses three categories with the most important311
drugs being considered Category I.  CVM believes that this categorization process is an312
integral part of a safety assessment in that it provides some initial indication of the313
potential human health impact resulting from treatment failure due to resistance.  The314
categorization process also focuses the greatest level of attention on those antimicrobial315
drugs of greatest importance to human medical therapy.  As outlined in the Framework316
Document, pre-approval and post-approval requirements would likely be greatest for those317
antimicrobial drugs that are highly important for treating disease in humans.  As a318
consequence, greater emphasis would likely be placed on developing drugs for animal use319
that are of lower importance for human therapy.320

Pre-approval Assessment of antimicrobial drugs:  As noted previously, CVM announced321
with Guidance for Industry #78 its intentions to include in its safety evaluation of all322
antimicrobial drugs intended for use in food-producing animals a consideration of the323
potential human health impact associated with the emergence of antimicrobial resistance.324
CVM has held discussions on the subject of using pre-approval study information to325
characterize safety in terms of the rate and extent of resistance development in food-326
producing animals (i.e., public workshop held February 22-24, 2000).  The transcripts of the327
February 22-24, 2000, public meeting and copies of the speaker presentations are available328
at http://www.fda.gov/cvm/antimicrobial/oldmeet.htm.  Such studies would be used to329
provide CVM with information to assess whether antimicrobial susceptibility changes of330
human health concern would occur, or would occur at an unacceptable rate.  The Center331
intends to issue further guidance on this aspect of a microbiological safety assessment in the332

http://www.fda.gov/cvm/antimicrobial/oldmeet.htm
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future.  The current document discusses the type of data that may be provided as part of an333
assessment of the microbiological safety of an unapproved antimicrobial new animal drug.334

During the evaluation of antimicrobial drugs prior to their approval, CVM considers all335
available relevant information pertaining to food safety including the potential of the drug336
to promote the emergence or spread of resistant food borne pathogens.  Traditionally,337
where there was concern, CVM relied on restrictive measures as a means of managing338
risk.  Such restrictions included limiting the sale and distribution to prescription only339
channels, specifying a dose or dose range sufficiently large to minimize the emergence of340
resistant pathogens, specifying the conditions under which the drug could be used, and341
prohibiting extra label use when deemed appropriate342

CVM can only approve drugs for food animals which, in its best judgment, meet the343
standard of reasonable certainty of no harm.  With respect to antimicrobial resistance,344
CVM would not approve a drug intended for use in food animals if it had reason to believe345
that the approval would lead in a relatively short period of time, to development of346
antimicrobial resistance at a level that would pose a risk to human health such that it would347
preclude a finding of reasonable certainty of no harm.  Unfortunately, unlike chemical348
residues which are evaluated for their toxic properties using a battery of well-established349
animal and laboratory methods, CVM is aware of no such predictive models to estimate350
with precision the rate and extent of bacterial resistance that may emerge from the use of351
antimicrobial drugs in food animals.352

Thresholds:  FDA can only approve drugs for use in food animals for which the sponsor has353
established, among other things, that there is a reasonable certainty that no harm attributable354
to use of the drug will come to people from eating food from the animal species355
administered the drug according to approved label conditions.  The agency recognizes that356
there can be no absolute certainty that use of the drugs will not ultimately lead to adverse357
human health effects.  Therefore, as an added safeguard to protect human health in the event358
that resistance among bacterial isolates in humans results from the use of a drug in food359
animals, CVM is considering the establishment of resistance thresholds.  Through the360
establishment of resistance thresholds, CVM hopes to define predetermined endpoints361
which, if reached, would indicate that the antimicrobial drug is no longer shown to be safe362
for use in a given food animal species.  The threshold, therefore, would serve as the363
regulatory trigger for initiating immediate withdrawal from the label of the animal species364
that has reached its resistance threshold, recognizing that actually accomplishing such365
withdrawal takes time because of due process requirements, and that antimicrobial366
resistance may continue to increase during that time.367

Although the overall concept is the same, it should be noted that the threshold approach368
outlined in this document differs from that initially proposed in the Framework Document.369
A description of how the approach discussed in this document differs from that in the370
Framework Document is provided later in the Threshold Concept Background.371
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Drug use information:  CVM currently requires the submission of certain drug sales372
information as part of the annual drug experience report for approved drug products.  The373
Framework Document identified the need for the pharmaceutical industry to submit more374
detailed antimicrobial drug sales information as part of its annual report.  CVM believes375
that this additional information is needed to monitor drug use patterns in relation to the376
antimicrobial susceptibility data being monitored through the NARMS program.  The377
ability to correlate use patterns with changing antimicrobial susceptibility would allow378
implementation and assessment of intervention or mitigation strategies.  CVM is moving379
forward on developing new requirements for antimicrobial drug use information through a380
notice and comment rule-making process.381

Judicious Use of Antimicrobial Drugs382

Antimicrobial resistance is of concern when the same or related antimicrobial drugs are used383
in both animal agriculture and in human medicine.  Guidelines for the judicious use of384
antimicrobial drugs have recently been prepared by the American Veterinary Medical385
Association (AVMA) and provide guidance to veterinary practitioners on ways to maximize386
the efficacy of antimicrobial drugs, while minimizing the development of antimicrobial387
resistance.6  Initiatives are also underway in many producer associations to develop similar388
guidelines and / or recommendations.  CVM has participated with a number of these389
organizations in developing these principles and has provided support for developing390
educational materials.  CVM has also provided support for several ongoing studies to391
evaluate the impact of judicious use practices on the emergence of antimicrobial resistance.392

Research Initiatives393

CVM recognizes that additional research is needed on the relationship between394
antimicrobial use in food animals and the associated human health impact related to395
antimicrobial resistant bacteria.  The importance of the issue and the need for interagency396
collaboration is highlighted in the Draft Public Health Action Plan to Combat397
Antimicrobial Resistance.1  Copies of the draft are available at398
http://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/actionplan/.399

CVM has initiated its own intramural and collaborative research efforts to investigate400
factors associated with development, dissemination, and persistence of bacterial antibiotic401
resistance in both the animal production environment and food supply.  Microbiologists402
from CVM’s Office of Research are currently conducting or are participating in projects403
specifically targeted to gathering data on such issues as: (1) the current background level404
of bacterial antibiotic resistance in retail animal-derived food products; (2) the405
development and persistence of bacterial antibiotic resistance from aquaculture and animal406
production environments; (3) characterization of mechanisms of resistance dissemination407
and transfer among pathogenic and commensal bacteria associated with food-producing408
animals and aquaculture environments; (4) determining the roles that animal feeds and409
feed commodities play in the dissemination of antibiotic resistance and pathogen carriage;410
and (5) co-selection of antibiotic resistance phenotypes associated with the use of411

http://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/actionplan/
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sanitizers and other antimicrobial drugs in animals.  In addition, CVM is a contributing412
laboratory to CDC’s PulseNet molecular fingerprinting network involved in the molecular413
epidemiology of foodborne outbreaks.  The CVM laboratory provides the only source of414
data on animal-associated bacterial pathogens into the PulseNet system.415

In addition to the intramural research, CVM also collaborates in extramural research416
grants and funds extramural research activities through cooperative agreements.  This417
extramural research is designed to complement and augment the intramural research418
program.  Six of the projects are designed to elucidate the prevalence and risk factors419
associated with the dissemination of antibiotic resistant Salmonella, E. coli O157:H7, and420
enterococci within the animal production environment.  Another study seeks to adapt and421
validate for use in the animal production environment microbial detection methods422
developed for human food.423

Alternatives to antimicrobial drugs424

CVM is interested in evaluating products that may be considered alternatives to425
antimicrobial drugs.  As an example, CVM approved the first competitive exclusion product426
in 1999 "for the early establishment of intestinal microflora in chickens to reduce427
Salmonella colonization."  CVM would support the development of other products that428
would have a positive human health impact.  In addition, CVM acknowledges the429
importance of continued advances in vaccine development and other management practices430
that may reduce reliance on the use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals.431

Threshold Concept Background432

This discussion document describes a possible approach for establishing thresholds as a433
means of assuring the safe use of antimicrobial drugs in food-producing animals434
complimentary to the approval process itself.  Such thresholds are intended to provide an435
added measure of protection should the emergence of antimicrobial resistance as a436
consequence of antimicrobial drug use in food-producing animals pose an unacceptable437
risk to human health, that is, that there was no longer reasonable certainty that no human438
health harm would result from an approved use of the drug.  This document provides a439
detailed technical description of the proposed methodology for the purpose of stimulating440
discussion at an upcoming scientific public meeting.441

The current document provides a more detailed discussion of the threshold concept442
introduced in the Framework Document and describes a possible approach for establishing443
thresholds.  It should be noted that the approach outlined in this document differs from444
that initially proposed in the Framework Document.  The Framework Document discussed445
two thresholds, a resistance threshold and a monitoring threshold, that would be446
established prior to the approval of a new animal antimicrobial drug for use in food-447
producing animals.  The resistance threshold was described as the upper limit for the level448
of resistant bacteria that can be transferred from animals to consumers and still be449
considered safe for the consumer.  Exceeding the resistance threshold was considered to450
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represent an unacceptable human health risk.  The monitoring threshold was described as451
a level of resistance for the food animal species that would allow industry to monitor the452
development of resistance to the antimicrobial and identify when intervention and453
mitigation programs should be implemented.  Exceeding the monitoring threshold was454
considered to represent an early warning signal of resistance development.455

The approach outlined in this document also proposes the establishment of two types of456
thresholds, a human health threshold and a resistance threshold.  The human health457
threshold described in this document represents the unacceptable prevalence of infections458
in humans that are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with459
bacteria resistant to the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in460
whole or in part) to the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Based on the current461
safety standard, the "unacceptable prevalence" is considered that level at which there is no462
longer reasonable certainty that there is no harm to human health.463

The resistance threshold described in this document is the maximum allowable level of464
resistance prevalence in bacteria isolated from the food animal that does not pose an465
unacceptable risk to human health.  This resistance threshold is derived through an466
epidemiology-based model that describes the relationship between the human health467
threshold and resistance levels in animals.  Therefore, exceeding a resistance threshold468
would be considered a level of resistance at which there is no longer reasonable certainty469
that there is no harm to human health.470

The approach described in this paper does not include the establishment of "monitoring471
thresholds" as an early warning system.  However, given that the proposed resistance472
threshold is based on a measurable endpoint in animals, CVM believes that resistance473
thresholds will allow industry to monitor the development of resistance to the474
antimicrobial and identify when intervention and mitigation programs should be475
implemented.  A monitoring system that utilizes thresholds, such as that described in this476
document, would provide a timely warning of the emergence of bacterial resistance among477
pathogens of human health concern.  At this time, the approach included in this discussion478
paper addresses the establishment of thresholds for foodborne pathogens only.  However,479
CVM intends to apply a similar risk-based approach to the establishment of resistance480
thresholds for non-pathogenic bacteria such as enterococci. CVM is in the process of481
developing a risk assessment on enterococci that should be helpful in further refining an482
approach to establishing thresholds for non-pathogenic bacteria.483

CVM believes that resistance thresholds would need to be determined for certain484
antimicrobial products prior to approval.  CVM envisions that resistance thresholds will 1)485
encourage industry participation in monitoring for the development of resistance to an486
antimicrobial product; 2) identify when intervention and mitigation programs might be487
implemented by the pharmaceutical industry, producer organizations, or CVM; 3) identify488
when procedures should be initiated by CVM to withdraw from the label the approval of a489
particular food animal species; and 4) assist in prolonging the effectiveness of490
antimicrobial drugs in humans and food animals.  If it is determined that resistance491
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thresholds do not have to be established for certain drugs or drug classes, it may also help492
the pharmaceutical industry to target classes of drugs for development for animal use.493

AN APPROACH FOR ESTABLISHING THRESHOLDS494

Overview495

The approach outlined in this document discusses the establishment of two types of496
thresholds for certain antimicrobial products intended for use in food-producing animals.497
The first type of threshold, referred to as the human health threshold (T(x)), is the498
unacceptable prevalence of infections in humans that are treated with the antimicrobial499
drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of concern, and for500
which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the use of an antimicrobial drug501
in animals.  These human health thresholds specifically focus on the incremental effects502
on existing enteric illness or systemic illness in humans as a consequence of the causative503
bacteria being resistant to the antimicrobial drug the affected persons are expected to504
receive.  Based on the current safety standard, the "unacceptable prevalence" is considered505
that level at which there is no longer reasonable certainty that there is no harm to human506
health.507

The second type of threshold discussed is referred to as the resistance threshold.  The508
resistance threshold (t(x)) is the maximum allowable prevalence of resistant bacteria509
isolated from animal-derived food that does not pose an unacceptable risk to human510
health.  The resistance threshold is derived through an epidemiology-based model that511
relates the prevalence of resistant bacteria in food to an impact (as described above) on512
either enteric illness (EI) or systemic illness (SI) in humans.  Isolates are defined as513
resistant if their minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) reaches or exceeds the514
resistance breakpoint established for the related drug used in human medicine.  Therefore,515
a resistance threshold (i.e., prevalence of resistance in animals) would be established for a516
particular antimicrobial drug in animals that correlates to the human health threshold.  If517
changes in susceptibility or changes in the prevalence of resistance among animal isolates518
are observed via monitoring, but a resistance threshold is not exceeded, voluntary519
mitigating actions may be implemented.  However, if a resistance threshold were520
exceeded, this would be considered a level of resistance at which there is no longer521
reasonable certainty that there is no harm to human health.  .522

This document outlines an approach for assessing when the establishment of thresholds523
would be needed for the approval of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  This determination524
could be made through the completion of a Microbiological Safety Assessment by the525
animal drug sponsor.  Through this process, it may be determined that the proposed526
antimicrobial product does not pose a human health concern and, therefore, the527
establishment of resistance thresholds would not be needed prior to approval in a food-528
producing animal.529
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If the Microbiological Safety Assessment concludes that establishment of resistance530
thresholds are necessary for approval, this document describes an epidemiology-based531
model that could be used to derive such thresholds.  The epidemiology-based model is532
intended to relate the prevalence of resistant bacteria in food to an impact on either enteric533
illness (EI) or systemic illness (SI) in humans.  This document outlines two alternative534
methods by which the resistance thresholds could be derived.  The determination of which535
method to use would be driven by data availability.  Although the two methods presented536
are very similar in concept, one method uses an estimate of the maximum human health537
impact in its calculations (i.e., makes assumption that all human cases attributed to animal538
species were due to bacteria resistant to drug of concern), whereas, the second method539
uses current human health impact information (i.e., uses current data to determine540
proportion of animal-related human cases that were due to bacteria resistant to drug of541
concern).  The advantage of using the maximum possible human health impact is that it542
permits calculation of the resistance threshold (t(x)) without the data required for the543
second method.544

Following the establishment of the resistance thresholds and subsequent approval of the545
antimicrobial new animal drug, the pertinent bacterial pathogen(s) (for which thresholds were546
established) would be monitored post-approval with regard to susceptibility to the related547
drug of importance to human medicine.  As discussed above, observed shifts in susceptibility548
(that do not exceed the resistance threshold) may trigger certain voluntary actions.  However,549
if the prevalence of resistance exceeds the threshold, CVM would initiate procedures to550
withdraw from the label any animal species that has reached or exceeded its threshold.  An551
overall outline of this approach for establishing thresholds is presented in Figure 1.552

553
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threshold
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YES
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Surveillance (NARMS)

Determine appropriate
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NO
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(Approach 1 or 2)
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Are mitigations
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Education,
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Evaluate surveillance data

Post-approval

Pre-approval

Figure 1:  Overview of the approach for establishing thresholds described in this document.
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Pre-approval Microbiological Safety Assessment555

As outlined in Guidance for Industry #78, "Consideration of the Human Health Impact of556
the Microbial Effects of Antimicrobial New Animal Drugs Intended for Use in Food-557
Producing Animals", CVM intends to consider the potential human health impact of the558
microbial effects associated with all uses of all classes of antimicrobial new animal drugs559
intended for use in food-producing animals.4  CVM believes that consideration of this560
concern may be facilitated by a Microbiological Safety Assessment.  Such an assessment561
would collect and organize all pertinent data and information relevant to the potential562
human health impact associated with the proposed antimicrobial drug use in animals.563
Data, provided by the drug sponsor, that may be necessary for this evaluation may include,564
but are not limited to:565

•  Information regarding the proposed conditions of use of the product that would help566
characterize the potential for human exposure to zoonotic enteric bacteria associated567
with the treated animal.568

•  Baseline prevalence of appropriate zoonotic enteric bacteria in the target animal569
species and in humans.570

•  Baseline susceptibility of appropriate zoonotic enteric bacteria to the relevant drug571
used in human medicine obtained from animal isolates and human community isolates.572

•  Information to determine the level of concern for the proposed animal drug use as it573
may impact human medicine.574

•  Antimicrobial susceptibility breakpoints for the relevant human drugs in the575
appropriate zoonotic enteric bacteria.576

•  Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic information for the new animal drug in the577
food animal.578

•  Information regarding the mechanism of action and mechanism(s) of resistance.579

The information included in the Microbiological Safety Assessment may be used to evaluate580
the potential human health impact associated with the proposed use and may be used to581
make a determination as to whether it was necessary to establish a resistance threshold at the582
time of approval.  CVM anticipates that a resistance threshold would likely be required for583
those drugs considered highly important to human medicine.  For those antibiotics that are584
not used in human medicine and are not cross-resistant to drugs used in human medicine, a585
resistance threshold may not be required.  The extent to which thresholds should be586
established for the other drugs, and how those thresholds might be set, are issues that require587
further discussion.588

CVM also believes that the Microbiological Safety Assessment would help to guide the589
establishment of the appropriate post-approval surveillance criteria for the proposed590
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product.  As noted above, CVM envisions that all proposed uses of antimicrobial drugs in591
food animals would be required to undergo this assessment.  The information provided in592
this assessment may be used to make a determination as to whether post-approval593
surveillance is warranted, and if so, what should be the appropriate criteria for such594
surveillance.595

596

597
Pre-approval Microbiological Safety Assessment

Data input

Microbiological Safety Assessment

Drug
category

Mechanisms of
action/resistance

PK/PD
information

Conditions of
use

Determine appropriate
surveillance criteria

Is resistance
threshold
needed?

YES

Animal/human
baseline data

Epidemiology-based Model
(Approach 1 or 2)

NADA
approval
decision

No

Establish resistance threshold

Figure 2:  Summary of type of data that may be included in a pre-approval
Microbiological Safety Assessment.
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Establishment of Thresholds598

Overview599

This section contains two subsections.  The first subsection, Setting Human Health600
Thresholds, discusses the concept of setting human health thresholds.  The human health601
threshold is defined as the unacceptable prevalence of infections in humans that are treated602
with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of603
concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the use of an604
antimicrobial drug in animals.605

The second subsection, Establishing Resistance Thresholds, describes an epidemiology-606
based model that is used to derive resistance thresholds.  The resistance threshold (referred607
to later in this document as t(x)) is the maximum allowable prevalence of resistant bacteria608
isolated from animal-derived food that does not pose an unacceptable risk to human609
health.  The resistance threshold is derived through an epidemiology-based model that610
relates the prevalence of resistant bacteria in food to a particular impact on either enteric611
illness (EI) or systemic illness (SI) in humans.612

The association between the human health and the resistance thresholds is based on certain613
epidemiological information.  In particular, an association is made between the annual614
prevalence of people affected by enteric or systemic foodborne-related illness and the615
quantity of food animal commodity containing resistant bacteria to which the population616
was exposed during the year.  The calculations provided in the following sections617
demonstrate that the threshold of material can be reduced to an expression of the threshold618
prevalence of resistance among bacterial isolates from the food animal commodity.  The619
resistance threshold is that prevalence associated with a particular preset human health620
threshold.  A resistance threshold can be set to correspond to a measurable human health621
impact, or through safety factors (see Appendix 2) to avoid any human health impact.622

Setting Human Health Thresholds623

There is a wide spectrum of potential human health impacts associated with treatment624
failure due to antimicrobial resistance.  This document focuses on foodborne-related enteric625
or systemic illness in humans and the potential associated incremental health impact626
experienced as a consequence of antimicrobial resistance in the causative bacteria.  CVM627
considers that enteric and systemic illnesses are possible endpoints that could be used in the628
regulation of the antimicrobial animal drug.629

1. Threshold for impact on enteric illness:  In a given year, a certain proportion of the630
U.S. population will experience enteric foodborne illness and will be treated with an631
antimicrobial drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug632
administered.  Therefore, the threshold for impact on enteric illness is defined as the633
unacceptable prevalence of cases of enteric illness in the U.S. population that are634
treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to635
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the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to636
the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Such cases would be expected to637
experience decreased or loss of effectiveness of their antimicrobial drug treatment.638

2. Threshold for impact on systemic illness:  In a given year, a certain proportion of the639
U.S. population will experience systemic foodborne illness and will be treated with an640
antimicrobial drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug641
administered.  Therefore, the threshold prevalence of cases of systemic illness impacted642
is defined as the unacceptable prevalence of cases of systemic illness in the U.S.643
population that are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with644
bacteria resistant to the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in645
whole or in part) to the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Such cases would be646
expected to experience decreased or loss of effectiveness of their antimicrobial drug647
treatment.648

The symbol T(EI) is used for the human health threshold for enteric illness.  The symbol649
T(SI) is used for the human health threshold for systemic illness.  A symbol of T(x) may650
be used to represent the human health threshold without specifying a particular end point651
such as enteric illness or systemic disease.652

The threshold concept is one component of a multi-pronged strategy for managing653
antimicrobial resistance.  As stated previously, CVM has issued guidance (Guidance for654
Industry #78) indicating that the safety evaluation of new animal drug applications for655
antimicrobial drugs for food-producing animals should include a consideration of the656
potential impact of antimicrobial resistance on human health.  CVM believes that657
thresholds provide a mechanism for taking appropriate action should post-approval658
monitoring efforts indicate that an antimicrobial drug used in animals is no longer shown659
to be safe.  Implementation of a threshold concept, such as that discussed in this660
document, necessitates that a certain human health impact(s) be identified as a means of661
monitoring the continued safety of antimicrobial drug use in animals.  Based on current662
safety standards, such thresholds would be used to indicate the point at which there is no663
longer reasonable certainty that there is no harm to human health.664

CVM anticipates considerable discussion regarding the selection of the appropriate human665
health impacts to measure and establishment of the unacceptable threshold prevalence for666
that human health impact.  This document is intended to stimulate discussion on these667
points.  CVM seeks further input on setting human health thresholds.668

Establishing Resistance Thresholds669

Description of Model for Deriving Resistance Thresholds670

Model proportionality factor (k-res):  The basis for determining a resistance threshold is671
a modeled rate or proportionality factor, k-res.  This factor links a measurable level of672
human health impact (H(x)) to a quantity of animal-derived food (Q) containing bacteria673
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resistant to an antimicrobial drug of interest.  The factor, k-res, is a key component of the674
approach outlined for deriving resistance thresholds in that it is intended to approximate675
the relationship between exposure to resistant bacteria (i.e., Q) and some effect on human676
health (i.e., H).  The ability to calculate k-res is dependent on the availability of data to677
derive values for the parameters H and Q.  If such data are not available (e.g., in the case678
of a new drug where no resistance has been documented), some other means of679
approximating k-res would be necessary.  This may include applying the k-res factor680
derived for other drug/bacteria situations.681

As noted above, the factor, k-res, attempts to link drug-related human health effects to682
exposure to animal-derived food containing bacteria resistant to that drug.  Therefore,683
when considering data to derive the factor, k-res, it should be noted that, based on current684
safety standards, existing information relevant to drug-related human health effects must685
not preclude a determination of reasonable certainty of no harm.686

Uncertainty distributions:  Point estimates of quantities will be discussed in the process687
of explaining the data and the steps used to calculate resistance thresholds.  It should be688
noted, however, that the resistance thresholds derived from the model would have689
attendant uncertainty distributions.  The 95th percentile of the distribution of the estimated690
number of people affected and the associated prevalence of resistance in animals could be691
used rather than the mean of the distribution. Alternatively, the 5th percentile of the692
distribution of the resistance threshold derived from the model could be used.693

Measurable human health impact (H(x)):  As discussed in this document, a measurable694
human health impact (H(x)) represents the current measured prevalence of infections in695
humans that are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with696
bacteria resistant to the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in697
whole or in part) to the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Additionally, exposure is698
associated with meat containing drug-resistant bacteria whose resistance was attributed to699
the use of antimicrobial drugs in the food animal species that produced the meat.700

One way to estimate the prevalence of people impacted (H(x)) is as follows:701

H(x)  = estimate of the total prevalence of cases of disease702
×703

proportion of total cases due to exposure to animal-derived food commodity704
×705

proportion of cases with resistance attributed to animal-derived food commodity706
×707

proportion of cases expected to be treated with the antimicrobial drug of interest708

The estimated total prevalence of cases is determined annually for foodborne pathogens in709
FoodNet, Foodborne Diseases Active Surveillance Network, by the CDC.  Periodically, the710
CDC also conducts case-control studies and surveys that provide more detailed711
information.  Such information includes the prevalence of people impacted by infections712
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caused by drug-resistant bacteria for which they sought care and received an antibiotic to713
which the bacteria were resistant.  In the case of antimicrobial drugs for which transmission714
of resistance from animals to humans would primarily be expected to occur through715
foodborne pathogens, resistance thresholds would be established only for a few bacteria,716
perhaps Campylobacter and Salmonella.  CDC provides annual estimates of the total717
number of campylobacteriosis and salmonellosis cases in the U.S.  With attention focused718
mainly on a few foodborne pathogens, it will be possible to develop estimates of the719
proportion of all cases and from this, the number of cases, attributable to various animal720
species.  Scientific panels may also be useful in determining estimates for parameters that721
are difficult to measure directly.  These estimates would need to be reviewed periodically.722
Once in place, the estimates would be used during the pre-approval process in the723
establishment of resistance thresholds using one of the approaches described in the724
following sections.725

It should be noted that the current measurable level of human health impact (H(x)) must be726
lower than the human health threshold (T(x)) which, as stated earlier in this document, is727
the level at which there is no longer a reasonably certainty of no harm to humans.728

Measurable level of exposure (Q):  This document describes a measurable level of729
exposure as the number of pounds of a particular food animal commodity containing drug-730
resistant bacteria.731

While number of pounds of product containing resistant bacteria may be the most practical732
way to discuss the measurable level of exposure, Table 1 illustrates that the quantity is not733
measured directly.  Instead, a measurable quantity to which the population is exposed (Q)734
would typically be a product of several terms.  The total number of pounds of food animal735
commodity consumed is known from USDA records.  The portion of the total number of736
pounds containing any of the bacteria of interest is estimated from the USDA data.  The737
prevalence of antimicrobial resistance among bacterial isolates is determined through the738
NARMS program.739

Therefore, Q could be estimated as follows:740

Q  = total pounds of product consumed741
×742

proportion of sampled pounds containing bacteria743
×744

proportion of samples from which resistant bacteria are isolated745

Calculating Resistance Thresholds746

The proportionality relationship between the measurable human health impact (H(x)) and747
the associated observable exposure (Q) is expressed,748

H(x) = [k-res] * Q. (Equation 1)749
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Now, assuming all underlying factors in the system modeled remain stable over the period750
of interest, this relationship is considered stable over that period.  During such a stable751
period, the relationship allows a linear prediction of the prevalence of people impacted752
from the quantity of food animal commodity containing resistant drug-resistant bacteria to753
which the population is exposed.  If the level of exposure associated with the human754
health threshold, T(x), is designated Qt(x), it is also true that for the specific threshold755
values, T(x) and Qt(x),756

T(x) = [k-res] * Qt (x). (Equation 2)757

Taking equations (1.) and (2.) in combination it follows that,758

t

H (x) T (x) [k-res]   
Q Q (x)

= = (Equation 3)759

This relationship permits solution for a resistance threshold t(x), expressed as the760
prevalence of resistance among isolates from samples of the food commodity containing761
the bacteria of interest.  A resistance threshold (t(x)) is associated with a set human health762
threshold value (T(x)), given measurable values of impact H(x), and proportion of all763
isolates from food samples from which resistant isolates are obtained (h).  To illustrate as764
in Equation 3 above, write:765

H(x) H(x)    
Q total weight in pounds * proportion contaminated with bacteria * h 

=766

and767

t

T(x) T(x)    
Q(x) total weight in pounds * proportion contaminated with bacteria * t(x) 

=768

Then when the total weight in pounds and proportion contaminated with bacteria are769
cancelled from both sides in Equation 3, it can be seen that the solution for the resistance770
threshold specified in terms of prevalence of resistance is:771

H(x)
h T(x)  t(x) ×= (Equation 4)772

We would consider using the prevalence of carcasses from which resistant bacteria are773
isolated at slaughter (or from products at retail for situations in which slaughter data will774
not be collected).775

The essential strategy of the proposed quantitative approach outlined above is illustrated776
in Figure 3.  There are four quantities represented here:777
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•  H(x) – The current measured prevalence of infections in humans that are treated778
with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the779
drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to780
the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.781

•  h – A consistent measure of the current prevalence of animal-derived foods782
containing resistant bacteria.783

•  T(x) – The unacceptable prevalence of infections in humans that are treated with784
the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug785
of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the786
use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.787

•  t(x) – The resistance threshold (t(x)) is the maximum allowable prevalence of788
resistant bacteria isolated from animal-derived food that does not pose an789
unacceptable risk to the human health.790
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791

Figure 3:  Diagram illustrating the relationship between human health thresholds, resistance792
thresholds, measured levels of resistance in animals, and measured impacts in human health.793
A measured level of resistance (1.) is linked to a measured human health impact (2.) by794
Equation 1 through [k-res], based on an epidemiology-based model.  The human health795
threshold (3.) is linked through [k-res] to the resistance threshold (4.).  After approval the796
measured prevalence of resistance (h) is compared to the resistance threshold [t(x)] set prior797
to approval.  The measurable human health impact [H(x)] is compared to the set human798
health threshold [T(x)] level for confirmation.  The relationship between observable human799
health impact and observable prevalence of resistance is examined to determine if [k-res]800
needs to be adjusted.801
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Two Alternative Methods for Deriving Resistance Thresholds802

Two methods are described in the following sections for using the proposed803
epidemiology-based model for deriving resistance thresholds. The methods differ mainly804
in the amount of data required to perform the calculations to establish the resistance805
thresholds.  Coincident differences in assumptions are required.806

Method 1: Maximum Human Health Impact Method of Establishing t(x)807

In the case of antimicrobial drugs for which transmission of resistance from animals to808
humans would primarily be expected to occur through food borne pathogens, resistance809
thresholds would likely be established for Campylobacter and Salmonella.810
Campylobacter and Salmonella are commonly isolated from food animals at slaughter7-14811
and represent the predominant bacterial pathogens isolated from cases of enteric illness for812
those pathogens under surveillance in FoodNet15.  CDC provides annual estimates of the813
total prevalence of cases of campylobacteriosis and salmonellosis in the U.S. in FoodNet814
reports.  To use Method 1, it is necessary to know the total prevalence of cases of illness815
in humans attributable to the animal species of interest.  The total prevalence of illness is816
multiplied by the attributable fraction to determine the prevalence of cases attributed to the817
animal species.  The assumption is made that when there are no resistant bacterial isolates818
among isolates from a given animal species, no human cases with resistant bacteria are819
attributable to that animal species.  Similarly, the assumption is made that when all820
isolates from an animal species are resistant; all human cases attributable to that animal821
species will be caused by resistant bacteria.822

This maximum prevalence of cases with resistant infections is multiplied by the fraction of823
those cases expected to be treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern to yield the824
maximum human health impact that would be expected if 100 percent of the animal isolates825
are resistant.  A line drawn between these two points, the zero value and the prevalence of826
cases attributable to the animal species who would be given the antimicrobial drug of827
interest, is a first approximation of the relationship between the human health impact and828
the prevalence of resistance among isolates from the food animal commodity of interest.829
The maximum prevalence of cases who were given the antimicrobial drug to which the830
bacteria causing their infections are resistant constitutes a measurable health impact (H(x)),831
denoted Hmax(x).  Its associated value of prevalence of resistance among isolates in the832
animal species is h = 1.  As mentioned in the previous section, these two values and the set833
value T(x) may now be used to solve for the resistance threshold (t(x)) in the animal species:834

(x)H
T(x)  t(x)
max

= (Equation 5)835

Note that this method implies that the prevalence of resistance among isolates in the food836
animal commodity is the same as the prevalence of resistance among isolates from people837
with illness attributed to the food animal commodity.  This method is quite simple to838
apply and beneficial in the situation where there are little data on resistance in the food839
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animal, such as when a novel animal drug is in the review process.  This method assumes840
that the likelihood of the pathogen to cause an infection in humans is the same for841
susceptible and resistant strains.  It also assumes that the distribution of the total numbers842
of bacteria that are found on units of a food-animal commodity is the same regardless of843
the prevalence of resistance among the bacteria.  An example calculation using Method 1844
is provided in Appendix 1.845

Method 2: Current Human Health Impact Method of Establishing t(x)846

Calculating t(x) by Method 2 requires data on the prevalence of cases with disease caused847
by resistant bacteria for which resistance is attributable to use of an antimicrobial drug in a848
food animal species, and on the prevalence of resistance among isolates from the food849
animal commodity of interest.  This prevalence is not estimated under the current850
surveillance system, which estimates only the total prevalence of cases caused by each851
pathogen.  The total prevalence must then be translated into the prevalence of cases caused852
by resistant bacteria attributable to the food animal commodity by applying an estimated853
proportion of resistant cases among all cases attributable to the food animal commodity.854
Until the prevalence of cases caused by resistant pathogens attributable to the food animal855
commodity is estimated directly, Method 2 requires the data required by Method 1 plus an856
estimate of the proportion of cases with resistant bacteria attributable to the food animal857
commodity.  Despite the additional data requirements, Method 2 has an advantage over858
Method 1 because it assumes linearity only over a narrow range around the current estimate859
rather than over the entire range from 0 to 100% resistance prevalence in the isolates from860
the food animal commodity.861

The current human health impact is an estimation of the prevalence in the U.S. population862
of some particular health effect in the current year.  The two prevalences offered for863
consideration in this document are:864

1. Current impact on enteric illness:  In any given year, a certain proportion of the U.S.865
population will experience enteric foodborne illness and will be treated with an866
antimicrobial drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug867
administered.  The current impact on enteric illness is defined as the current868
prevalence of cases of enteric illness in the U.S. population that are treated with the869
antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of870
concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the use of871
an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Such cases are expected to experience decreased or872
loss of effectiveness of their antimicrobial drug treatment.873

2. Current impact on systemic illness:  In any given year, a certain proportion of the874
U.S. population will experience systemic foodborne illness and will be treated with an875
antimicrobial drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug876
administered.  The current impact on systemic illness is defined as the current877
prevalence of cases of systemic illness in the U.S. population that are treated with the878
antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of879
concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the use of880
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an antimicrobial drug in animals. Such cases are expected to experience decreased or881
loss of effectiveness of their antimicrobial drug treatment.882

Just as was the case for each threshold prevalence where there is an associated expected883
human health impact T(x), there is a current human health impact estimate associated with884
each current prevalence.  These are the values H(x) introduced in the section above885
entitled, Description of Model for Deriving Resistance Thresholds.  Risk managers886
compare estimates of the current prevalences with the threshold prevalences, or the887
corresponding values of H(x) to T(x), to determine whether an unacceptable human health888
risk has been or is about to be reached.  The following offers some suggestions on how889
these values could be determined and then how the resistance threshold is calculated.890

Calculating Resistance Thresholds Using Current Impacts891

This measure of risk (H(x)) will normally be the most easily estimated impact, since it will892
usually be the most frequent human health effect.893

H(x)  = current total prevalence of people with illness (x = EI or SI)894
×895

the attributable fraction for the food animal species896
×897

current prevalence of resistance in cases attributed to food animal commodity898
×899

proportion expected to receive antimicrobial drug of concern900

Assuming the current prevalence of resistance in cases attributed to food animal901
commodity is known, the resistance threshold associated with the human health threshold902
is calculated as follows:903

H(x)
h T(x)  t(x) ×= (Equation 6)904

Summary of Establishing Resistance Thresholds905

A resistance threshold set under the approach in this document would be established prior to906
the approval of certain antimicrobial products for use in food-producing animals.  As907
discussed above, the resistance threshold would be linked to the human health threshold908
through a proportionality relationship between a measurable human health impact and the909
exposure to food animal product containing resistant bacteria associated with that human910
impact.  The graph shown in Figure 4 illustrates that the maximum human health impact and911
the current human health impact are two conveniently understood points among the many912
possible points that comprise the relationship between human health impact and resistance913
among animal isolates.914
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This document describes two methods for using a model to derive resistance thresholds.915
The availability of data partially dictates how estimates for required quantities are derived.916
Table 1 lists the type of information used in the model and compares the information917
needed for the two methods described.918

The benefit of using Method 1, the maximum health impact method, is that it permits919
calculation of t(x) without requiring data on the prevalence of resistance in cases attributed920
to the food animal commodity.  This would be particularly useful in situations where a921
product is the first new animal drug in its class.  In such situations, there presumably would922
be no data on the prevalence of resistance to the drug in the food animal commodity923
attributable to animal drug use at the time of the review of the new animal drug application.924
Method 1 derives the resistance threshold by making the assumption that all human cases of925
foodborne disease attributed to the food animal species would be due to bacteria resistant to926
the drug of concern.  The advantage of using Method 2, the current health impact method, is927
that it allows CVM to adjust the calculation of k-res from that based on the assumptions in928
Method 1.  That is, Method 2 uses current data to determine the proportion of animal-related929
human cases that would be due to bacteria resistant to the drug of concern.    Of course, in930
such situations, approvals for new uses could only occur in circumstances in which the931
existence of animal-related human cases due to bacteria resistant to the drug of concern932
would not preclude approval of such drug for additional uses.933

The 5th percentile of the uncertainty distributions for the modeled resistance threshold934
would be more protective of human health than would be the mean of the distribution.935
See Appendix 1 for example calculations of resistance thresholds for individual animal936
species and extensions to multiple species as discussed later in this document.  The937
example calculations are not modeled values.  They are presented to illustrate the logic938
used in modeling resistance thresholds.939
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Figure 4:  Indicates the proportional relationship between human health impact953
(H(x)) and resistance among animal isolates (h) showing current and maximum954
human health impact (Hmax(x))estimates.  The expected maximum impact used in955
Method 1 is the prevalence of infections in humans that are treated with the956
antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of957
concern, and for which the resistance is attributable to the use of an antimicrobial958
drug in animals.  It is called the maximum impact because it is calculated assuming959
all disease cases attributable to the animal species are resistant.  A line connects960
the maximum to (0,0) and [k-res] is the slope of that line. Using Method 2, the961
ratio of the current human impact (y-axis) to the prevalence of resistance among962
food animal product associated with the current human impact (x-axis) is [k-res].963
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Table 1.  Types of data and information that may be needed in the epidemiology-based964
model.  Data and sources are listed for example purposes and are not intended to be an965
exhaustive list.966

Data to support human health impact estimate Method 1 Method 2

U.S. population (denominator for determining prevalences) Yes1 Yes

FoodNet (or other sample) population No Yes

Observed cases enteric/systemic disease in the sampled population No Yes

Prevalence of culture confirmed cases reportable to health
department (enteric and systemic) in US

Yes No2a

Prevalence of culture confirmed resistant cases reportable to health
department (enteric and systemic) in U.S.

No Yes3

Proportion of enteric/systemic disease cases attributable to the
animal species

Yes Yes

Proportion of enteric/systemic disease cases attributed to the animal
species and resistant to the antimicrobial drug under study

No Yes2b

Proportion of persons with enteric/systemic disease that seek care
and are treated with the antimicrobial drug under study

Yes Yes

Data to support exposure estimate

Total prevalence of bacteria among the animal product samples No No

Prevalence of antibiotic resistant bacteria among bacteria collected
from contaminated animal product samples

No No

Estimated prevalence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria in animal
product

No Yes

Consumption of animal product from domestically reared animals,
per capita (lbs.) in U.S.4

No No

Total consumption of animal product from domestically reared
animals in U.S. (lbs.)4

No No

Total consumption of animal product from domestically reared
animals contaminated with antibiotic resistant bacteria in U.S. (lbs.)4

No No

1. “Yes” indicates the value is necessary for calculating a resistance threshold by the given967
method.968

2. Information estimated by the current surveillance system.969
3. If this information were estimated by the surveillance system, this line would supplant the line970

containing 2b.971
4. Note:  Although consumption data are not needed, changes in consumption will alter the value972

of [k-res], as indicated between Equations 3 and 4.973
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Risk Management Considerations974

After assessing the risk, there may be circumstances where additional factors need to be975
considered in order to make a decision as to how to manage the risk identified.  Such976
factors may include a consideration of sub-populations that may be at greater risk than the977
general population.  In addition, consideration may be given to the level of uncertainty978
inherent in the evaluation of the risk.  Such uncertainty may be addressed through the979
application of various safety factors.  Also, safety factors could be applied to the model in980
order that thresholds be set to correspond to a level to preclude a measurable human health981
impact.  These examples of risk management considerations are described in Appendix 2982
of this document to stimulate further discussion.983

Setting thresholds for multiple food animal species984

The approach set out in the document would allow CVM to consider a number of options985
including the relative contribution to the human health impact from each animal986
commodity group.  CVM believes that there needs to be significant discussion for setting987
thresholds when a particular antimicrobial drug is or potentially will be approved in more988
than one food animal species.989

One possible approach is to set resistance thresholds based on the relative contribution to990
human health by each food animal commodity.  If an antimicrobial is to be used in991
multiple species, it may be necessary to provide each animal industry with its own992
resistance threshold.  CVM believes that the use of a specific antimicrobial in animals993
constitutes the decision option against which the human health risk should be measured.994
This means that whatever human health thresholds are determined, the risk should be995
shared among the animal species for which the antimicrobial has been approved such that996
the combined human health impact from all antimicrobial drug use in food animals will997
not exceed T(x). This leads to the restriction that for number of species (n),998

T(x)]res-k*(x)[ta
n

1i
iii ≤≤≤≤∑∑∑∑

====
(Equation 8)999

where ai is the multiplier used to allocate a portion of the resistance threshold to species i.1000

A readily calculable method for distributing the allowable risk among species would be to1001
allocate the risk in proportion to the weight of consumable food product contributed by1002
each animal species.  The resistance thresholds derived for each animal species (based on1003
that species' contribution to the human health impact) would be divided by the number of1004
species.  In this case ai is 1/n.  See Appendix 1 for example calculations of resistance1005
thresholds for multiple species.1006
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Alternatives to this approach would be to share the human health impact equally among1007
all species or to allocate the resistance threshold in proportion to the species contribution1008
to human disease.1009

Once these human health thresholds are set by species, one needs to determine a measure1010
that estimates the relative proportion of foodborne disease that each species contributes.1011
The model can then determine what the resistance threshold would be for that species to1012
match its human health threshold.  If any commodity group exceeds the resistance1013
threshold, CVM would initiate procedures to withdraw from the label the animal species1014
that has reached or exceeded its threshold.1015

Pharmaceutical companies may seek approval for a new antimicrobial one species at a time.1016
Following the above philosophy, seeking approval for a second, third, etc. species would1017
necessitate reducing the level of resistance allowed in those species already approved.1018

In the event that it proves impossible to distinguish the proportion of foodborne disease1019
contributed by each species, it would be necessary to monitor the total human health1020
impact and relate that directly to the human thresholds, withdrawing the product globally1021
should the human health threshold be reached.1022

Reassessment of Thresholds1023

CVM anticipates that after the approval of a new antimicrobial drug for use in food-1024
producing animals, it will periodically reassess the established threshold to account for new1025
information and data.  Data collected through the NARMS program and from other sources1026
after approval will allow a more accurate determination of a resistance threshold for a1027
particular use of an antimicrobial drug.  Reconsideration of an established resistance1028
threshold would also be appropriate given changes in the use of the antimicrobial drug or1029
related antimicrobial drug in human medicine, changes in the pathogenicity or virulence of1030
resistant bacteria, changes in hygienic practices leading to greater or fewer foodborne1031
illnesses, changes in consumption patterns of animal-derived foods, and emergence of new1032
foodborne pathogens.1033

Regulatory Options for Approved Products1034

CVM envisions the codification of the resistance threshold as part of the approval of a1035
new animal drug application.  If the resistance threshold was determined to have been1036
exceeded prior to approval, the new animal drug application would not be approved.  The1037
basis for this codification is that the continued use of the new animal drug, when the1038
resistance threshold has been exceeded, contributes to the loss of effectiveness of1039
important human antimicrobial therapies and, as such, causes the use of the new animal1040
drug to be no longer shown to be safe.1041

If, after antimicrobial drug approval, shifts in susceptibility are observed via the post-1042
approval monitoring program (and the resistance threshold has not been exceeded)1043
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voluntary action may be initiated to mitigate further loss of susceptibility.  However, if the1044
resistance threshold was found to have been exceeded, CVM would initiate procedures to1045
withdraw from the label any animal species that has reached or exceeded its threshold.1046
This process would not preclude the agency from taking any regulatory steps at any time if1047
human health is at risk because of the use of a new animal drug.1048

1049

1050
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GLOSSARY1051

ADI  -  Acceptable Daily Intake.  Quantity of the new animal drug that may safely be1052
consumed in the human diet daily for a lifetime.1053

Breakpoints  -  Specific values, expressed relative to terms such as Minimum Inhibitory1054
Concentrations (MICs), or zones of inhibition (which can be correlated with MICs using1055
appropriate statistical methods), which categorize bacteria as clinically susceptible,1056
intermediate or resistant.1057

Campylobacter Risk Assessment  -  The first probabilistic risk assessment undertaken by1058
the Center for Veterinary Medicine which estimated the human health impact of drug1059
resistant Campylobacter resulting from fluoroquinolone use in poultry.  Available at1060
http://www.fda.gov/cvm/antimicrobial/Risk_asses.pdf.1061

Current impact on enteric illness:  In any given year, a certain proportion of the U.S.1062
population will experience enteric foodborne illness and will be treated with an antimicrobial1063
drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug administered.  The1064
current impact on enteric illness is defined as the current prevalence of cases of enteric illness1065
in the U.S. population that are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated1066
with bacteria resistant to the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in1067
whole or in part) to the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals. Such cases are expected to1068
experience decreased or loss of effectiveness of their antimicrobial drug treatment.1069

Current impact on systemic illness:  In any given year, a certain proportion of the U.S.1070
population will experience systemic foodborne illness and will be treated with an1071
antimicrobial drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug1072
administered.  The current impact on systemic illness is defined as the current prevalence1073
of cases of systemic illness in the U.S. population that are treated with the antimicrobial1074
drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of concern, and for1075
which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the use of an antimicrobial drug1076
in animals. Such cases are expected to experience decreased or loss of effectiveness of1077
their antimicrobial drug treatment.1078

Drug characterization factor (DCF)  -  An additional factor to multiply the estimated1079
human health impact of an antimicrobial drug to compensate for the loss of an important1080
human drug therapy.  Criteria will be established.1081

Framework Document  -  A December 1998 draft document by the Center for Veterinary1082
Medicine that outlines a range of potential regulatory issues affecting antimicrobial drugs1083
to be used in food-producing animals.  These issues include pre- and post-approval1084
studies, the significance of the drug to human medicine and regulatory thresholds (See1085
page 1 onto 2).  The document is issue oriented and has not resulted in Center guidance at1086
this time. .  Available at http://www.fda.gov/cvm/index/vmac/antimi18.html.1087

http://www.fda.gov/cvm/antimicrobial/Risk_asses.pdf
http://www.fda.gov/cvm/index/vmac/antimi18.html
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Human Health Threshold  -  The unacceptable prevalence of infections in humans that1088
are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to1089
the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the1090
use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Human health thresholds specifically focus on the1091
incremental effects on enteric illness or systemic illness in humans as a consequence of the1092
causative bacteria being resistant to the antimicrobial drug the affected persons are1093
expected to receive.  Based on current safety standards, the "unacceptable prevalence" is1094
considered that level at which there is no longer reasonable certainty that there is no harm1095
to human health.1096

K-res  -  A proportionality constant relating the nominal mean number of cases of illness1097
due to drug resistant bacteria attributable to a particular food-animal species to the1098
estimated amount of food product (derived from given food animal species) consumed1099
that contains drug-resistant bacteria.1100

h  - A consistent measure of the current prevalence of animal-derived foods containing1101
resistant bacteria.1102

H(EI)  -  The current level of human health impact of enteric illness resulting from the1103
current level of material containing drug-resistant bacteria.1104

Hmax(x)  -  The maximum level of human health impact resulting from the use of an1105
antimicrobial drug in food producing animals causing 100% resistance to a human1106
antimicrobial drug, given current prescription practices in human medicine.1107

H(SI)  - The current level of human health impact of systemic illness given the current1108
level of material containing drug resistant bacteria.1109

H(x)  -  The current measured prevalence of infections in humans that are treated with the1110
antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of concern,1111
and for which the resistance is attributable to the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals1112
(where x = EI or SI).1113

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)  - The lowest concentration of an1114
antimicrobial drug, expressed in µg/ml or mg/L that, under defined in-vitro conditions1115
prevents the growth of bacteria within a defined period of time.1116

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) distribution - The range of MICs for a given1117
population of organisms when tested against a specific antimicrobial drug under defined1118
in-vitro conditions1119

Mitigation Programs  -  Actions initiated by CVM, the sponsor, or other groups to1120
alleviate the concern for unacceptable human health impacts resulting from the use of the1121
antimicrobial drug in food animals.  These actions may include a wide range of activities1122
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such as education, changes in animal production practices, changes to the animal drug1123
label, or initiation of procedures to withdraw the animal drug product.1124

Model Adjustment Factor (MAF)  -  A factor to multiply risk estimates to compensate1125
for uncertainty in the model.  This may be similar to the uncertainty multipliers commonly1126
used in unit risk estimates from laboratory animals to derive an acceptable daily intake.1127
Criteria and experience will be developed as the Center considers using such factors.1128

Monitoring  -  The collection of specific data used for regulatory purposes1129

NADA  -  New Animal Drug Application1130

NARMS  -  National Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring Program.  Available at1131
http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dbmd/narms/1132

Q  -  Quantity of product containing bacteria resistant to an antimicrobial of interest.1133

Resistance  -  A characteristic of a bacterial strain in which it is not inhibited by the1134
usually achievable systemic concentrations of an antimicrobial agent with normal dosing1135
schedules and/or falls in the range where specific mechanisms are likely (e.g., beta-1136
lactamases), and clinical efficacy has not been reliable in treatment studies.1137

Resistance Threshold  - The resistance threshold (t(x)) is the maximum allowable1138
prevalence of resistant bacteria isolated from animal-derived food that does not pose an1139
unacceptable risk to human health.  The resistance threshold is derived through an1140
epidemiology-based model that relates the prevalence of resistant bacteria in food to an1141
impact on either enteric illness (EI) or systemic illness (SI) in humans.1142

Exceeding a resistance threshold would be considered a level of resistance at which there1143
is no longer reasonable certainty that there is no harm to human health.  For the purposes1144
of this definition, bacteria are considered resistant if their minimum inhibitory1145
concentration (MIC) reaches or exceeds the resistance breakpoint established for the1146
related drug used in human medicine.1147

Surveillance  -  The close and vigilant review of data coming from a system used for1148
regulatory purposes.1149

Susceptible  -  A characteristic of a bacterial strain in which it is inhibited by the usually1150
achievable systemic concentrations of an antimicrobial agent with normal dosing1151
schedules and/or falls in the range where specific mechanisms are not likely (e.g., beta-1152
lactamases), and clinical efficacy has been reliable in treatment studies.1153

Threshold for impact on enteric illness:  In a given year, a certain proportion of the U.S.1154
population will experience enteric foodborne illness and will be treated with an antimicrobial1155
drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug administered.1156
Therefore, the threshold for impact on enteric illness is defined as the unacceptable1157
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prevalence of cases of enteric illness in the U.S. population that are treated with the1158
antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant to the drug of concern,1159
and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to the use of an antimicrobial1160
drug in animals. Such cases are expected to experience decreased or loss of effectiveness of1161
their antimicrobial drug treatment.1162

Threshold for impact on systemic illness:  In a given year, a certain proportion of the1163
U.S. population will experience systemic foodborne illness and will be treated with an1164
antimicrobial drug.  Some cases may be due to bacteria that are resistant to the drug1165
administered.  Therefore, the threshold prevalence of cases of systemic illness impacted is1166
defined as the unacceptable prevalence of cases of systemic illness in the U.S. population1167
that are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern, are associated with bacteria resistant1168
to the drug of concern, and for which the resistance is attributable (in whole or in part) to1169
the use of an antimicrobial drug in animals.  Such cases are expected to experience1170
decreased or loss of effectiveness of their antimicrobial drug treatment.1171

t(EI)  - The resistance threshold for enteric illness.  It is the maximum allowable1172
prevalence of resistant bacteria isolated from animal-derived food that does not cause an1173
unacceptable impact on enteric illness in humans.1174

t(SI)  -  The resistance threshold for systemic illness in humans.  It is the maximum1175
allowable prevalence of resistant bacteria isolated from animal-derived food that does not1176
cause an unacceptable impact on systemic illness in humans.1177

t(x)  -  The generic resistance threshold (i.e., a resistance threshold derived in relation to a1178
human health impact, x (where x = EI or SI).   See above for complete definition of1179
Resistance Threshold.1180

T(EI)  - The human health threshold for enteric illness.1181

T(SI)  - The human health threshold for systemic illness.1182

T(x)  -  The generic form of the human health threshold, for x={EI or SI}.1183
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Appendix 11238

1239

Example Calculation of Thresholds t(EI) by Method 11240

Assume that the current estimated prevalence of an enteric illness caused by animal-1241
derived food is 6.67 cases per 1000 people in the U.S. annually.1242

Assume that 10 percent of the cases are treated with the antimicrobial drug of concern1243
such that:1244

Hmax(EI) = 6.67*10-3 * 0.10 = 6.67*10-41245

Assume that the antimicrobial drug of concern is approved for use in four food animal1246
species and that each species is responsible for causing a proportion of total enteric illness1247
cases such that: Species A causes 60 percent of the cases, Species B causes 20 percent of1248
the cases, Species C causes 15 percent of the cases, and Species D cause 5 percent of the1249
cases.1250

For any given human health threshold (T(EI) expressed as a prevalence), a resistance1251
threshold (t(EI) expressed as percent) can be calculated for each species according to the1252
formula:1253

ti(EI) =       T(EI)*ai* 100%1254

  Hmax(EI) * Si1255

Where:1256

ai =   1/n where n is the number of food animal species for which the antimicrobial drug is1257
approved. In this example, n=4 such that ai = 0.25.1258

Si is fraction of the total number of food borne cases caused by the food animal species of1259
concern such that:1260

SA = 0.601261

SB = 0.201262

SC = 0.151263

SD = 0.051264

1265
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Appendix 21266

Risk Management Considerations1267

Consideration of sub-populations1268

If an identifiable sub-population (e.g., certain immuno-compromised people) bears a1269
significantly greater proportion of the risk than the general population it seems appropriate1270
that they should be the focus of protective measures.  However, this is provided that the1271
defined sub-population is not able to avoid or manage the risk and receives no significant1272
direct benefits from exposure to the risk that are greater than the population in general.1273
One could argue that these people are shouldering the risk for the entire population and1274
that they should not have to be exposed to any risk imposed on them by the population as1275
a whole that is greater than the population accepts upon itself.1276

In that case, the current prevalence estimates for enteric illness (EI) and systemic illness1277
(SI) that will be compared with the threshold prevalences for these potential impacts1278
would be modified as follows:1279

Sub-population current prevalence (EI) = Expected cases of enteric illness in1280
sub-population due to resistance in the year and treated with the antimicrobial drug1281
of concern / Size of sub-population.1282

Sub-population current prevalence (SI) = Expected cases of systemic illness in1283
sub-population due to resistance in the year and treated with the antimicrobial drug1284
of concern / Size of sub-population.1285

For any identified sub-populations, these threshold levels would replace the three population1286
risk estimates (since they will always be more stringent), and used together to determine1287
whether an unacceptable human health impact has or is likely to be reached by comparing1288
them with the threshold prevalences for enteric illness (EI) and systemic illness (SI).1289

Adjusting the current risk estimate for statistical uncertainty and model uncertainty1290

Compensating for statistical uncertainty1291

Models used to estimate current levels of human health impact should account for1292
statistical uncertainty.  The resultant estimates therefore have uncertainty distributions that1293
reflect the degree to which one cannot be sure about the true value because of the small1294
amount of data. Picking the 95th percentile of these estimates, or any other appropriately1295
high percentile, as the measure of the risk is a conservative action because it evaluates the1296
risk at a value that we are 95% (for example) statistically certain the true value lies below.1297

This approach has the limitation that it only considers the uncertainty due to inference1298
about some measure from a set of data.  Any inference is based on a mathematical model.1299
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Statistical analysis cannot take into account any inaccuracies arising from a mismatch1300
between the model assumptions used to create the mathematics of the model and physical1301
reality.  The model uncertainty can be separately accounted for by multiplying the risk1302
estimates by a ‘model adjustment factor’ described below.1303

Compensating for model uncertainty1304

CVM recognizes that the epidemiology-based model set out in this document may1305
overestimate or underestimate the impact of the animal drug on antimicrobial bacterial1306
resistance and changes in human health.  A model adjustment factor (MAF) intended to be1307
applied to provide adjustments for unquantified factors may need to be applied to the1308
results of the model to address this concern.  CVM will need to develop criteria for the1309
application of this uncertainty factor.1310

Compensating for potential loss of efficacy of an important drug1311

CVM recognizes that the epidemiology-based model set out in this document may not1312
address the importance of the drug in human medicine.  A drug categorization factor1313
(DCF) may need to be applied to the results of the model to address this concern.  CVM1314
will need to develop criteria for the application of this uncertainty factor.1315

Resistance Threshold Safety Factor1316

The resistance threshold described in this document is the maximum allowable level of1317
resistance prevalence in bacteria isolated from the food animal that does not pose an1318
unacceptable risk to human health.  This resistance threshold is derived through an1319
epidemiology-based model that describes the relationship between the human health1320
threshold and resistance levels in animals, and presumably could contain some safety1321
factor to minimize the likelihood of the human health threshold ever being reached.1322
Further discussion is needed regarding the development and application of such a safety1323
factor.1324
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